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Division Building Bingo
This game provides practice with any division fact you choose. The goal of the game is to cross 

off three quotients in a vertical, horizontal or diagonal row. 

Two Players
Materials

• Paper
• Pencils
• Cereal pieces, paper clips, dried beans (some type of counters)
• Division Fact Cards*

 ○ Make your own. Great way to add to the fluency practice. Writing facts 
is good for the brain and opportunity to practice mental math to get the 
quotients. Just don’t mark the answers on the cards.

 ○ Making fact cards is also an opportunity to celebrate the facts you already 
know well. Start just with those to build confidence. Then gradually add 3 
- 5 more at a time. (We want kids to have success with ease here.)

• Division Bingo board* - Easily drawn:

    Add more rows and columns for variation

How to Play
In each space on the game board, players write nine numbers (quotients) from 1 
to 10 (one number will be left out). Players may arrange the numbers in any order 
they wish. The division fact cards are shuffled and stacked face down. 
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**Children need a solid foundation on which to build their math skills. Until children 
have the basic division facts in long-term  memory (quotients 1 to 10), it can be 
frustrating and unproductive for them--and you--to move to harder ones. 

Player 1 turns over the top fact card and shares the strategy to solve the problem 
out loud, then gives the answer. For example, “Twenty-one divided by seven 
equals three. I know that because seven + seven is fourteen and one more seven 
is twenty- one.” If the quotient matches a number on Player 1’s bingo board, she 
covers the quotient with a counter. (Bonus! Or maybe the player gets to go again 
if she can build a representation of the fact. Model the division problem with the 
counters. Have 21 pieces, divide them into groups of 7 and show how that is 3 
groups of 7 to equal 21!!! Super Awesome!!!) Seeing it, building it, and saying it 
combined deepens the understanding and the memory. 

Player 2 turns over a fact card and proceeds in the same manner. Sharing the 
strategy is important. Building it and saying it equals a bonus turn!

When all the cards in the facedown stack have been used, the discard pile is 
shuffled and stacked, and the play continues.

The first player to cover three quotients in a vertical, horizontal or diagonal row 
wins the game.

For each game, players use a bingo board, placing the quotients in different 
spaces. 

Super Duper Opportunities to Talk
• When you play the game again, will you place your quotients differently? 

Why or why not?
• What quotient did you leave off your grid? Will you leave the same quotient 

off the next round?
• Did you find a strategy for picking and placing quotients in your grid?
• Will your strategy work if using different fact cards?
• What do you need to practice? What do you know really well? 


